WHITE
BIN 1: PETIT BALLON BLANC (FRA) 75cl
crisp, light, refreshing with a dry finish

BIN 2: SAUVIGNON BLANC, PANUL (CHI) 75cl
elegant tropical fruit flavours, clean and dry

BIN 3: PINOT GRIGIO, LA LUNA, CECILIA BERETTA (ITA) 75cl
text book PG, fruity and herbal

BIN 4: THE SOUTHERLY CHARDONNAY, THE LANE (AUS) 75cl
clean, polished un-oaked chardonnay from one of Adelaide Hill’s
top wineries. Fresh, ripe with a mix crisp and creamy textures on
the palate and finish

BIN 5: BOSSTOK CHENIN BLANC (SA) 75cl
the wines are from old ‘bush vines’ (Bosstok in Afrikaanse) This is
proper chenin…complex, food-friendly, juicy and clean with an
underlying citrusy tang

BIN 6: SAUVIGNON BLANC, LOFTHOUSE (NZ) 75cl
bags of Kiwi individuality, delicately judged tomato leaf, tropical
fruit, nettle & pea pod with rapier-like tail
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ROSE
BIN 7: PINOT GRIGIO ROSE, MONTEVENTO (ITA) 75cl
fresh and floral with red fruit & herbal notes on a soft, juicy dry
palate

RED
BIN 8: CARMENERE, CASA FILIPE (CHI) 75cl
bursting with juicy, fruit laden flavours peppered with spice and
herbs on a warm, savoury tail

BIN 9: MERLOT, CECILIA BERETTA (ITA) 75cl
a fragrant, fruit driven Merlot. No oak just bags of succulent red
fruits, light to medium bodied, juicy, fresh and clean

BIN 10: MALBEC, SANTA FLORENTINA (ARG) 75cl
fresh and elegant on the nose but with underlying muscle so typical
of the grape. Black fruits and spicy to the fore with everything
being so well-balanced and pure

BIN 11: SANZIANA PINOT NOIR, CRAMELE RECAS (ROM) 75cl
a fresh, fruit-forward, light to medium bodied Pinot offering juicy
summer fruits with text book subtle spice

BIN 12: CORNEY & BARROW RIOJA (SPA) 75cl
impressive crianza oozing fabulous fruit purity with warm spice and
herb complexity. Long and very comforting

24.00

26.50

FIZZ
BIN 13: PROSECCO LE COLTURE (ITA) 75cl
delicate and pale lemon in colour with aromatic elegance, a bright
and lively palate and a soft, dry length

BIN 14: MIONETTO PROSECCO (ITA) 20cl
light, fresh and juicy with text book floral aromas

28.00

8.00

BIN 15: CHAMPAGNE DELAMOTTE (FRA) 75cl
a beautifully crafted champagne from one of the region’s many
hidden secrets. Dry, structured with apple freshness and long,
distinguished length

35.00

